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1. For starters, realize that you are the best you, and the 
ONLY you. No one on earth could compare to a YOU.
       
2. BE OPEN MINDED. Having restrictions or expectations 
on how you should look removes room for growth. Do you. 
Wear what you want. Eat what you want. Think and speak on 
what you want.
       
3. GO WITH THE FLOW. Constantly worrying about things 
means less time or room for thought on loving yourself.  

4. TAKE CARE OF YOUR SOUL. Nurture it. Loving yourself 
in and out is major. Start on the inside and then you will truly 
realize how much you love yourself on the outside. 

People often struggle with loving themselves. Whether it be mentally, 
physically, or maybe even both, people struggle; so how can one 
overcome this sometimes crippling self sabotage? 
  
       

Now, these are not the only four things you can do. There are many, 
many ways to do this. It’s all according you, personally. Learning to love 
who you are is the beginning of a new, beautiful life.

Art by: @iamkotbonkers on Instagram







Who? Youth activists from around the world working together 
to protect planet earth. 

What? An organization founded by Tamara Roske at a high 
school in Maui, Hawaii to combat climate change.

Where? All around the world! There are crews in Denver, 
Longmont, Boulder and all around the United States and 

beyond. 
Why? We were given this planet as a gift to protect and care 

for. This organization is an avenue for teens to exercise their 
voices for change and insure a future of life on this beautiful 

planet.  

X I U T E Z C A T L   
M A R T I N E Z 

Xiutezcatl Martinez, the youth director at Earth Guardians, is a 17 
year old indigenous climate change activist and hip hop artist from Boulder, 

Colorado. From persuading Boulder county to implement a five year ban on fracking to addressing 
the General Assembly at the United Nations in New York, Xiutezcatl and his Boulder EG crew have put 
in efforts, big and small, in order to protect the planet. He has inspired many youth around the globe 

to get involved in the fight and continues to travel the country in order to educate his generation 
about the state of our planet. 

Listen to Xiutezcatl’s single “One Day” on Apple Music and Spotify and visit earthguardians.org to get 
involved!

E A R T H 
G U A R D I A N S

“Caring about issues doesn’t necessarily mean 
protesting or being an activist, it is about 
connecting to what you love and what you're 

passionate about.”





















“The citizens of America deserve common 
sense gun control laws” 

All quotes taken from Caitlin Danborn  

“I have hope that there will 
finally be change in our 
country” 

 

 

                  

 

“I’ve accepted that I will 
have to practice 
lockdown dills on a 
regular basis” 

“We have waited too long 
to take action to stop these 

deaths.”  
 

“I have grown up in a culture 
of school shootings”  

“Enough is enough”  

“We are desensitized to 
mass shootings” 




















